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Meta-parameter free unsupervised
sparse feature learning

Adriana Romero, Petia Radeva, Carlo Gatta

Abstract—We propose a meta-parameter free, off-the-shelf, simple
and fast unsupervised feature learning algorithm, which exploits a
new way of optimizing for sparsity. Experiments on CIFAR-10, STL-
10 and UCMerced show that the method achieves the state-of-the-
art performance, providing discriminative features that generalize
well.

Index Terms—representation learning, unsupervised feature learn-
ing, pre-training of deep networks, sparse visual features
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1 INTRODUCTION

Significant effort has been devoted to handcraft ap-
propriate feature representations of data in several
fields. In tasks such as image classification and ob-
ject recognition, unsupervised learned features have
shown to compete well or even outperform manually
designed ones [1], [2], [3]. Unsupervised feature learn-
ing has also shown to be helpful in greedy layerwise
pre-training of deep architectures [4], [5], [6], [7].

In [8], the author claims that potentially interesting
research involves pre-training algorithms, which “[...]
would be proficient at extracting good features but in-
volving an easier optimization problem.” In addition
to that, one of the main criticisms to state-of-the-art
methods is that they require a significant amount of
meta-parameters [9]. As stated in [10], the tuning of
these meta-parameters is a laborious task that requires
expert knowledge, rules of thumb or extensive search
and, whose setting can vary for different tasks. There-
fore, there is great interest for meta-parameter free
methods [11] and automatic approaches to optimize
the performance of learning algorithms [10].

Nevertheless, little effort has been devoted to ad-
dress this problem. To the best of our knowledge,
work in this direction includes ICA [12], [13] and
sparse filtering [11]. Although ICA provides good re-
sults at object recognition tasks [14], [11], the method
scales poorly to large datasets and high input dimen-
sionality.

Computational complexity is also a major drawback
of many state-of-the-art methods. ICA requires an
expensive orthogonalization to be computed at each
iteration. Sparse coding has an expensive inference,
which requires a prohibitive iterative optimization.
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Significant amount of work has been done in order to
overcome this limitation [15], [16]. Predictive Sparse
Decomposition (PSD) [16] is a successful variant of
sparse coding, which uses a predictor to approximate
the sparse representation and solves the sparse coding
computationally expensive encoding step.

In this paper, we aim to solve some of the above-
mentioned problems. We propose a meta-parameter
free, off-the-shelf, simple and fast approach, which
exploits a new way of optimizing for a sparsity,
without explicitly modeling the data distribution. The
method iteratively builds a sparse target and opti-
mizes the dictionary by minimizing the error between
the system output and the sparse target. Defining
sparsity concepts in terms of expected output allows to
exploit a new strategy in unsupervised training.

Experiments on well known datasets show that the
method outperforms the state-of-the-art in single layer
image classification when the unsupervised compo-
nent is the most relevant, providing discriminative
features that generalize well.

2 STATE-OF-THE-ART

Commonly used algorithms for unsupervised fea-
ture learning include Restricted Boltzmann Machines
(RBM) [4], auto-encoders [5], sparse coding [17] and
hybrids such as PSD [16]. Many other methods such
as ICA [12], [13], Reconstruction ICA (RICA) [14],
Sparse Filtering [11] and methods related to vector
quantization such as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(OMP-k) [18], [19], [20] have also been used in the
literature to extract unsupervised feature representa-
tions. These algorithms could be divided into two
categories: explicitly modeling or not the input dis-
tribution. Sparse auto-encoders [1], sparse RBM [4],
[21], [22], [23], sparse coding [24], PSD [16], OMP-
k [18], [19], [20] and Reconstruction ICA (RICA) [14]
explicitly model the data distribution by minimizing
the reconstruction error. Although learning a good
approximation of the data distribution may be de-
sirable, approaches such as sparse filtering [11] show
that this seems not so important if the goal is to have a
discriminative sparse system. Sparse filtering does not
attempt to explicitly model the input distribution but
focuses on the properties of the output distribution
instead.

Sparsity is among the desirable properties of a good
output representation [25], [24], [1], [21], [14], [11], [9].
Sparse features consist of a large amount of outputs,
which respond rarely and provide high responses
when they do respond. Sparsity can be described in
terms of population sparsity and lifetime sparsity [26].
Both lifetime and population sparsity are important
properties of the output distribution. On one hand,
lifetime sparsity plays an important role in preventing
bad solutions such as numerous dead outputs. There
seems to be a consensus to overcome such degenerate
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solutions, which is to ensure similar statistics among
outputs [25], [26], [1], [11]. On the other hand, popu-
lation sparsity helps providing a simple interpretation
of the input data such as the ones found in early visual
areas. To the best of our knowledge, the definition of
population sparsity remains ambiguous.

State-of-the-art methods optimize either for one or
both sparsity forms in their objective function. The
great majority seeks sparsity using the L1 penalty
and does not optimize for an explicit level of sparsity
in their outputs. Sparse auto-encoders optimize for a
target activation allowing to deal with lifetime spar-
sity; nevertheless, the target activation requires tuning
and does not explicitly control the level of population
sparsity. OMP-k defines the level of population spar-
sity by setting k to the maximum expected number
of non-zero elements per output code, whereas the
methods in [24], [1], [21], [14], [11] do not explicitly
define the proportion of outputs expected to be active
at the same time.

3 METHOD

In this section, we describe how the proposed method
learns a sparse feature representation of the data
in terms of population and lifetime sparsity. The
method iteratively builds a sparse target and opti-
mizes the dictionary by minimizing the error between
the system output and the sparse target. Subsection
3.1 highlights the algorithm to enforce lifetime and
population sparsity in the sparse target. Subsection
3.2 provides implementation details on the system
and optimization strategies used to minimize the error
between the system output and the sparse target.

3.1 Enforcing Population and Lifetime Sparsity by
defining a target

We define population and lifetime sparsity as proper-
ties of a sparse output. Given N training samples and
an output of dimensionality Nh, we define the first
property of the output as:

1) Strong Lifetime Sparsity: The output vectors
must be composed solely of active and inactive
units (no intermediate values between two fixed
scalars are allowed) and all outputs must acti-
vate for an equal number of inputs. Activation
is exactly distributed among the Nh outputs.

Our Strong Lifetime Sparsity definition is a more
strict requirement than the high dispersal concept
introduced in [11], since they only require that “the
mean squared activations of each feature (output) [...]
should be roughly the same for all features (outputs)”.
While high dispersal attempts to diversify the learned
bases, it does not guarantee the output distribution,
in the lifetime sense, to be composed of only a few
activations. Furthermore, our definition ensures the
absence of dead outputs.

Given our definition of Strong Lifetime Sparsity,
the population sparsity must require that, for each
training sample, only one output element is active:

2) Strong Population Sparsity: For each training
sample only one output must be active.

The rationale of our approach is to appropriately
generate an output target that fulfils properties (1)
and (2), and then learn the parameters of the system
by minimizing the L2 error between the output tar-
get and the output generated by the system during
training. In this way, we seek a system optimized for both
population and lifetime sparsity in an explicit way.

The key component of our approach is how to de-
fine the output target based on the above-mentioned
properties. However, to ensure that the optimization
of the system parameters converges, we add a third
property:

3) Minimal Perturbation: The output target should
be defined as the best approximation of the
system output by means of L2 error fulfilling
properties (1) & (2).

Creating the output target that ensures the above-
mentioned properties is analogous to solving an as-
signment problem. The Hungarian method [27] is a
combinatorial optimization algorithm, which solves
the assignment problem. However, its computational
cost O((NNh)3/2) is prohibitive. Therefore, in the next
subsection we propose a simple and fast O(NNh)
algorithm to generate the output target, which ensures
sparsity properties (1) & (2) and provides an approx-
imate solution for minimal perturbation property (3).

3.1.1 Sparse target generation: the Enforcing Popu-
lation and Lifetime Sparsity (EPLS) algorithm
Let us assume that we have a system, which produces
a row output vector h. We use the notation hj to
refer to one element of h. We define an output matrix
H (e.g., built from Equation (1), see Section 3.2 for
details), composed of Nb output vectors of dimension-
ality Nh, where Nb is the batch size such that Nb ≤ N .
Likewise, we define a sparse output target matrix T of
the same size. Algorithm 1 details the EPLS algorithm
to generate the sparse output target T from H. For the
sake of simplicity, every step of the algorithm where
the subscript j (output feature index) appears must
be applied ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nh}.

Starting with no activation in T (line 1) and the
output of the system H normalized between [0,1]
to adapt the method to any active/inactive values
(line 2), the algorithm proceeds as follows. A row
vector h from H is processed at each iteration (line
4). The crucial step is performed in line 5: the output
k that has to be activated in the nth row of T is
selected as the one that has the maximal activation
value hj minus the inhibitor aj . The inhibitor aj can
be seen as an accumulator that “counts” the number
of times an output j has been selected, increasing
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Algorithm 1 EPLS
Input: H, a, N
Output: T, a

1: T = 0
2: H = H−min(H)

max(H)−min(H)

3: for n = 1→ Nb do
4: hj = Hn,j ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nh}
5: k = arg maxj (hj − aj)
6: Tn,k = 1
7: ak = ak + Nh

N
8: end for
9: Remap T to active/inactive values

Fig. 1. Pipeline of our method (see text for details).

its inhibition progressively by Nh/N until reaching
maximal inhibition. This prevents the selection of an
output that has already been activated N/Nh times.
The rationale behind the equation in line 5 is that,
while selecting the maximal responses in the matrix
H, we have to take care to distribute them evenly
among all outputs (in order to ensure Strong Lifetime
Sparsity). Using this strategy, it can be demonstrated
that the resulting matrix T perfectly fulfills properties
(1) and (2). In line 6, the algorithm activates the
kth element of nth row of the target matrix T. By
activating the “relative” maximum, we approximate
property (3). After that, the inhibitor a is updated in
line 7. Finally, in line 9, the complete output target
T is remapped to the active/inactive values of the
corresponding function ({−1, 1} for tanh and identity
function, see Section 3.2).

3.2 System and Optimization strategies

Let us assume that we have a system parameterized
by Γ = {W,b}, with activation function f , which
takes as input a data vector d and produces an output
vector h = f(d,Γ). We use the same notation as
in Section 3 and define a data matrix D composed
of N rows and Nd columns, where Nd is the input
dimensionality.

The proposed training algorithm is independent of
the activation function f . To compare our training
strategy to previous well known systems, we tested
our algorithm using

H = f (DW + b) , (1)

where f is a point-wise operator, e.g. the logistic or
the hyperbolic tangent non-linearity as suggested in
[28]. When f is the identity function, an extremely fast
algorithm can be used to train the system, as detailed
in subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Standard optimization strategy
The system is trained by means of an off-the-shelf
mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) method
with adaptive learning rates such as variance-based
SGD (vSGD) [29]. Algorithm 2 details the latter train-
ing process. The mini-batch size Nb can be set to any
value, in all the experiments we have set Nb = Nh.
Starting with Γ set to small random numbers as in
[28] (line 1), at each epoch we shuffle the samples
of the training set (line 3), reset the EPLS inhibitor
a to zero (line 4) and process all mini-batches. For
each mini-batch b, samples D(b) are selected (line 6);
the output H(b) is computed (line 7); and the EPLS is
invoked to compute T(b) and update a (line 8). After
that, the gradient of the error is computed (line 9) and
the learning rate η is estimated as in [29] (line 10).
The system parameters are then updated to minimize
the L2 error E(b) = ||H(b) − T(b)||22 (line 11). Finally,
the bases W in Γ are limited to have unit norm (line
13) to: (1) avoid saturation of non-linear activation
functions, (2) help generating smoother mappings
and, (3) avoid numerical issues due to large weights.
This procedure is repeated until a stop condition is
met; in our experiments, when the relative decrement
error between epochs is small (< 10−6).

When updating the system parameters, we assume
that T does not depend on Γ, thus ∂T

∂Γ = 0; we carried
out experiments that show that this approximation
does not significantly influence the gradient descent
convergence nor the quality of the minimization.
Moreover, this assumption makes the algorithm much
faster, since we remove the need of computing the
numerical partial derivatives of T.

Note that this optimization strategy is valid for any
activation function, since the output of the system
H(b) is normalized within the EPLS algorithm (see
Algorithm 1). Moreover, the mini-batch vSGD allows
to scale the algorithm easily, especially with respect
to the number of samples N .

Figure 1 summarizes the steps of the proposed
method. Given an input matrix D (a), the algorithm
computes its output H by applying the activation
function f (b), invokes EPLS to generate the sparse
output target T (c) and then learns its parameters Γ
by minimizing E = ||H−T||22.

3.2.2 Special optimization case: Identity activation
An interesting case appears when the activation func-
tion is the identity, since the linear system DW = T
can be solved, where the bias of each output is incor-
porated in W as an additional weight and a column
of ones is attached at the end of D.
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Algorithm 2 Standard EPLS training
Input: D
Output: Γ

1: Γ = small random values
2: repeat
3: Shuffle D randomly
4: a = 0
5: for b = 1→ bN/Nbc do
6: Select mini-batch samples D(b)

7: H(b) = f(D(b),Γ)
8: (T(b),a) = EPLS(H(b),a, N)
9: G = ∇Γ||H(b) −T(b)||22

10: Estimate learning rate η as in [29]
11: Γ = Γ− ηG
12: end for
13: Limit the bases W in Γ to have unit norm
14: until stop condition verified

In this particular case, at each epoch, W can be
estimated in closed form for a fixed T. Hence, the
system can be trained by means of an extremely
fast algorithm. The optimization process alternatively
fixes W and T to find H, which better approximates
T. Starting with a random initialization of W as
in [28], we compute the pseudo-inverse Dinv of the
input data D. Note that this operation is performed
only once before the optimization process. Then, the
optimization proceeds as follows: Starting from a flat
activation in the EPLS inhibitor a, (1) the output of
the system is computed using a fixed W; (2) EPLS
algorithm is invoked to generate the target output T
and; (3) the parameters W are updated keeping T
fixed. The procedure is repeated until a stop condition
is met. Note that the described algorithm is espe-
cially useful when the training set is relatively small,
since the optimization process becomes extremely fast.
However, when the training set is large and com-
puting the pseudo-inverse of D becomes critical, the
standard optimization process in Algorithm 2 can be
used with the identity activation.

4 EXPERIMENTS

The performance of training and encoding strate-
gies in single layer networks has been extensively
analyzed in the literature [3], [20], [30] on CIFAR-
101, STL-102 and UCMerced3 datasets. CIFAR-10 [31]
dataset provides a fully labeled training set used for
both unsupervised and supervised learning, whereas
STL-10 [3] provides a large unlabeled training set
for unsupervised learning and a small number of
labeled samples for supervised learning. UCMerced
[32] presents a less heterogeneous dataset, with highly
overlapping classes and fewer images per class.

1. http://www.cs.toronto.edu/∼kriz/cifar.html
2. http://www.stanford.edu/∼acoates/stl10/
3. http://vision.ucmerced.edu/datasets/landuse.html

Fig. 2. Random subset of bases learned by EPLS
using the logistic activation function, a receptive field
of 10 pixels and Nh = 1600 (better seen in color).

4.1 Test with a few supervised examples: STL-10

STL-10 dataset consists of 96x96 pixels color images
belonging to 10 different classes. The dataset is di-
vided into a large unlabeled training set containing
100K images and smaller labeled training and test
sets, containing 5K and 8K images, respectively. It
has to be considered that in STL-10, the primary
challenge is to make use of the unlabeled data (100K
images), which is 100 times bigger than the labeled
data used to train the classifier (1K images per fold).
In this case, the supervised training must strongly rely
on the ability of the unsupervised method to learn
discriminative features. Moreover, since the unlabeled
dataset contains other types of animals (bears, rabbits,
etc.) and vehicles (trains, buses, etc.) in addition to
the ones in the labeled set, the unsupervised method
should be able to generalize well.

To validate our method, we follow the experimental
pipeline of [3]. We first extract random patches and
normalize them for local brightness and contrast. Note
that EPLS does not require any whitening of the input
data. Then, we apply the system to retrieve sparse
features of patches covering the input image, pool
them into 4 quadrants and finally train a L2 SVM for
classification. We tune the SVM parameter using 5-
fold cross-validation. As in [11], we use a receptive
field of 10x10 pixels and a stride of 1. The number of
outputs is set to Nh = 1600 for fair comparison with
state-of-the-art methods. We also provide the results
of our method with sign split (Nh = 1600x2, using W
and −W for encoding as in [20]) and using the sparse
coding (SC) encoder, which [20] found to be the best
when small number of labeled data is available. For
this encoder, we searched over the same set of param-
eter values as [20], i.e., λ = {0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5}.
The parameter λ does not belong to the method that
we propose.

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained on this
dataset compared to state-of-the-art methods. When
pairing each training method with its associated nat-
ural encoding, EPLS outperforms all other methods,
independently of the activation function. When pair-
ing the training methods with sparse coding, EPLS
outperforms the state-of-the-art best performer in sin-
gle layer networks as well, achieving 61.0% (0.58%)

4. We used a rectified linear unit as natural encoding of tanh and
linear activations to avoid sum pooling cancelations.
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TABLE 1
Classification accuracy on STL-10.

Algorithm Accuracy
Single-Layer with meta-parameters
RICA [14] (1600/Natural) 52.9%
OMP-k (k = 1) (1600/Natural) 51.8% (0.47%)
OMP-k (k = 1) (whitening, 1600/Natural) 53.1% (0.52%)
OMP-k (k = 1) (whitening, 1600x2/Natural) 54.5% (0.66%)
OMP-k (k = 1) (whitening, 1600x2/SC) 59.0% (0.80%)
Single-Layer without meta-parameters
Raw pixels 31.8% (0.62%)
ICA (whitening, Complete/Natural) 48.0% (1.47%)
K-means-tri (whitening, 1600) 51.5% (1.73%)
Sparse Filtering (1600/Natural) 53.5% (0.53%)
EPLS
HHHHf

Enc. Natural
(1600)

Natural
(1600x2)

SC
(1600x2)

tanh4 55.4% (0.70%) 55.4% (0.62%) 59.2% (0.64%)
logistic 56.6% (0.66%) 56.9% (0.50%) 61.0% (0.58%)

identity4 55.4% (0.76%) 55.6% (0.59%) 58.7% (0.85%)

accuracy when the logistic function is used to train
the dictionary. Moreover, the standard deviation of
the folds is lower than the one provided by OMP-1
with sparse coding encoding. Results are even more
impressive if we compare them to meta-parameter
free algorithms.

Figure 2 shows a subset of 100 randomly selected
bases learned by our method using the logistic ac-
tivation function, 10x10 pixel receptive field and a
system of Nh = 1600 outputs. As shown in the figure,
the method learns not only common bases such as
oriented edges/ridges in many directions and colors
but also corner detectors, tri-banded colored filters,
center surrounds and Laplacian of Gaussians among
others. This suggests that enforcing lifetime sparsity
helps the system to learn a set of complex, rich and
diversified bases.

4.2 Test with all supervised examples: CIFAR-10

CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 32x32 pixel color images
belonging to 10 different classes. The dataset has a
large amount of labeled data (50K images) to be used
for training. We follow the experimental pipeline of
[3], with a stride of 1 pixel, a receptive field of 6x6
pixels and a data normalization for local brightness
and contrast. We do not perform any image pre-
processing such as ZCA whitening. The number of
outputs is again set to Nh = 1600, consistent with [3].
We also provide the results of our method with sign
split (Nh = 1600x2) and using the soft-thresholding,
which [20] found to be the best encoder on CIFAR-10.
We searched over the same set of values as [20] to tune
the value of the soft-threshold t = {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0}.
The soft-threshold parameter t does not belong to the
method that we propose.

Table 2 presents the results obtained on this dataset
compared to state-of-the-art methods. The results of
sparse filtering [11] have been computed following

the same procedure, using the code provided by the
authors.5 As reported in Table 2, the performance
of our training strategy matches the state-of-the art,
while requiring no meta-parameter tuning. When
compared to training methods using their natural
encoding, our approach provides results that out-
perform the state-of-the-art accuracy. When consider-
ing soft-threshold encoding, OMP-1 provides slightly
higher performance. When the meta-parameter k is
properly tuned, OMP-k achieves better results. How-
ever, as suggested by the results, OMP-k strongly
relies on data whitening previous to the dictionary
learning (decreasing its performance by 5.9% when
no whitening is used and k = 1). The whitening pre-
processing might be critical, since it can not always
be computed exactly for high dimensional data [14].
Moreover, when setting the number of outputs to
Nh = 6000, EPLS matches OMP-k performance, with
a performance gain of 3.29% w.r.t. Nh = 1600. Sparse
coding also provides competitive results when prop-
erly combining its training and inference parameters.
In [20], authors do not report the results of sparse
coding using its natural encoding (i.e., using the
same λ for both training and encoding). It has to be
noted that the method involves an expensive training
(with very slow convergence), an expensive inference
(with an extra loop of optimization) as well as meta-
parameter tuning to achieve best performance. When
compared to single layer training methods without
meta-parameters, EPLS paired with its natural encod-
ing outperforms state-of-the-art results, except for k-
means (tri), whose performance is significantly higher
than the others. It has to be considered that the
CIFAR-10 dataset provides a large set of labeled data,
so that the pipeline performance depends on the
proper combination of unsupervised and supervised
learning algorithms. As stated in [3], k-means coupled
with a triangle activation and whitening especially
benefits from the large amount of labeled data that
CIFAR-10 provides. This is stressed by its significantly
lower ranking on STL-10 (−5.1% w.r.t. our method
paired with its natural encoding and the same number
of outputs).

4.3 Test with less heterogeneous dataset:
UCMerced

UCMerced dataset consists of 256x256 pixels color
images belonging to 21 aerial scene categories. The
dataset contains highly overlapping classes and there-
fore, is less heterogeneous than both CIFAR-10 and
STL-10. The dataset has only 100 images per class.
We follow the experimental pipeline described in [30]
and randomly select 80 images from each class to be

5. http://cs.stanford.edu/∼jngiam/papers/NgiamKoh
ChenBhaskarNg2011 Supplementary.pdf

6. We used a rectified linear unit as natural encoding of tanh and
linear activations to avoid sum pooling cancelations.
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TABLE 2
Classification accuracy on CIFAR-10.

Algorithm Accuracy
Single-Layer with meta-parameters
Sparse RBM (1600/Natural) 72.4%
Sparse auto-encoder (1600/Natural) 73.4%
Sparse coding (1600x2/different λ) 78.8%
OMP-k (k = 1) (whitening, 1600x2/Natural) 71.4%
OMP-k (k = 1) (1600x2/t) 73.5%
OMP-k (k = 1) (whitening, 1600x2/t) 79.4%
OMP-k (k = 10) (whitening, 1600x2/t) 80.1%
OMP-k (k = 10) (whitening, 6000x2/t) 81.5%
Single-Layer without meta-parameters
Raw pixels 37.3%
K-means-hard (whitening, 1600/Natural) 68.6%
K-means (whitening, 1600/tri) 77.9%
Sparse Filtering (1600/Natural) 71.2%
EPLS

PPPPPPf
Enc. Natural

(1600)
Natural
(1600x2)

t
(1600x2)

tanh6 77.1% 77.2% 78.9%
logistic 74.7% 75.8% 77.3%

identity6 76.4% 76.5% 78.4%
tanh (6000x2/t) 81.5%

used for training and leave the 20 remaining ones for
testing. We report the mean accuracy obtained over
five runs.

To validate our method, we reproduce the exper-
imental setting of [30] and use a receptive field of
16x16 pixels, a stride of 8 pixels and Nh = 1000 out-
puts. We first extract random patches from the train-
ing images, normalize them for local brightness and
contrast and use them to train the system. We train
the system by means of EPLS with logistic activation
function. After that, we apply the system to retrieve
sparse features using natural encoding with polarity
split, to be consistent with the number of outputs in
[30]. We pool the features into 4 quadrants and, finally,
train a linear SVM for classification. As in the previous
experiments, we tune the SVM parameter using 5-fold
cross-validation.

We achieve an accuracy of 74.34 ± 3.0%, which is
significantly higher than the 62.7± 1.72% reported in
[30] when pairing OMP-1 training with soft-threshold
encoding (tuned to achieve maximum performance)
on raw pixels.

The reported results suggest that the EPLS is able to
learn good representations even when training from
fewer images and exhibits an especially remarkable
performance on less heterogeneous datasets.

5 ANALYSIS OF POPULATION AND LIFETIME
SPARSITY

It is interesting to analyze how well our method can
achieve population and lifetime sparsity, and compare

7. We applied a rectified linear unit to the output of these
methods.

TABLE 3
Lifetime and Population Sparsity.

Method Lifetime
(KL)

Population
(Kurtosis)

Sparse Coding7 0.0371 45.44
Sparse Auto-encoders 0.0002 18.24

OMP-17 0.0869 45.55
Sparse Filtering 0.0189 3.48
EPLS (logistic) 0.0006 27.42
EPLS (tanh)7 0.0081 7.47

EPLS (linear)7 0.0068 10.11

it to state-of-the-art methods, which claim to seek a
sparse feature representation of the data. We trained
single layer systems by means of sparse coding, sparse
auto-encoders, OMP-1, sparse filtering and EPLS on
N = 400K color patches of 6x6 pixels of CIFAR-10
dataset, and only Nh = 100 outputs. The majority
of state-of-the-art methods ensure lifetime sparsity by
enforcing similar mean activation among outputs [11],
[1]. To evaluate how well these methods achieve their
objective, we take the training set and generate the
output of the system. After that, we compute the
mean activation of each output and normalize them
in order to obtain a probability distribution. Then,
we compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL)
between the resulting probability distribution and an
uniform distribution with equal probability 1

Nh
. Note

that this is not a strict measure of lifetime sparsity, but
a measure of the activation statistics among outputs.
The lower the value, the closer to the objective of
maintaining similar mean activation among outputs.
Likewise, we want to evaluate all these methods in
terms of population sparsity. To ensure population
sparsity, we want a small subset of outputs to be
strongly active at the same time. Therefore, we com-
pute the population kurtosis, as proposed in [26], to
measure the infrequency of strong neural response.
The population kurtosis increases as the population
sparsity increases. Table 3 summarizes the obtained
results. OMP-1 and sparse coding typically enforce
population sparsity and, thus, exhibit the highest
population sparsity level among methods. However,
these methods do not achieve good lifetime sparsity,
e.g. OMP-1 potentially leaves a significant amount of
dead (or almost dead) outputs. Sparse filtering claims
to ensure both population and lifetime sparsity, but
seems to achieve the lowest level of both sparsities
when compared to other state-of-the-art methods.
Sparse auto-encoders explicitly enforce lifetime spar-
sity. Results show that the method achieves one of the
highest lifetime sparsity levels when tuned to achieve
maximum performance. Moreover, the method also
provides reasonable population sparsity. As shown
in the table, the EPLS achieves a good compromise
between lifetime and population sparsity by imposing
sparsity in the objective function in a very strict
way. Note that the extreme form of quantization in
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Fig. 3. Accuracy changing lifetime sparsity in a single
layer network of Nh = 100.

the EPLS output target will never be reached while
training, since we constrain the bases to have at most
unit norm (see Algorithm 2 line 13).

To highlight the benefits of encouraging Strong Life-
time Sparsity, we analyze the impact of allowing each
output to activate for a different number of inputs. To
do so, we apply a coefficient λ ≤ 1 to the ratio Nh/N
in line 7 of Algorithm 1 to decrease the inhibition
of each output and allow each output to activate 1

λ
times more than the others, while maintaining Strong
Population Sparsity property. For each λ, we trained
a network of Nh = 100 outputs and measured the
accuracy of the network as well as the achieved
lifetime sparsity.

Figure 3 shows the accuracy as a function of the life-
time sparsity (KL). We also evaluated the percentage
of dead outputs of each network, reported between
brackets. Enforcing Strong Lifetime Sparsity (λ = 1)
achieves maximum accuracy and lowest KL. The
farther we move from the Strong Lifetime Sparsity
definition (λ decreases), the higher the KL and the
lower the accuracy. Moreover, dead outputs do not
appear until λ ≤ 1

32 . Therefore, the reduced lifetime
sparsity is the only responsible for the performance
drop when λ is slightly smaller than 1. Note that,
for λ ≤ 1

32 , the performance is also affected by the
presence of dead outputs.

This experiment suggests that enforcing Strong Life-
time Sparsity is indeed crucial to achieve good results.

6 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

The EPLS algorithm requires the computation of T,
which has O(NNh) cost, and therefore scales linearly
on both N and Nh. Since we can use vSGD for
optimization, the method scales linearly on N given
a fixed number of epochs. Finally, applying the acti-
vation function, the cost of computing the derivative
is linear with Nd, since we use a closed form for ∂E

∂Γ .
The memory complexity is related to the mini-batch

size Nb. Consequently, the method can scale grace-
fully to very large datasets: theoretically, it requires

to store in memory the mini-batch input data D(b)

(NbNd elements), output H(b) (NbNh elements), target
T(b) (NbNh elements) and the system parameters to
optimize Γ (Nh (Nd + 1) elements); a total amount of
Nh (Nd + 1) +Nb (Nd + 2Nh) elements.

7 DISCUSSION

Our results show that simultaneously enforcing both
population and lifetime sparsity helps in learning dis-
criminative dictionaries, which reflect in better perfor-
mance, especially when compared to meta-parameter
free methods [11], [14]. Experiments suggest that our
algorithm is able to extract features that generalize
well on unseen data. When comparing the perfor-
mance on CIFAR-10 and STL-10 datasets, our algo-
rithm ranks much better on the STL-10, outperforming
state-of-the-art best performers, than on CIFAR-10,
matching the best performer OMP-10 in conjunction
with a soft-threshold encoding. Results on STL-10
suggest that our algorithm helps the classifier in
generalizing with a few training examples (1% of the
dataset), gaining 2% accuracy w.r.t. the state-of-the art
best performer (OMP-1 paired with sparse coding)
with a lower standard deviation across folds, suggest-
ing more robustness to variations in the training folds.
Moreover, on UCMerced, the EPLS exhibits extremely
compelling results when compared to OMP-1. This
suggests that the distribution of sufficiently heteroge-
neous datasets might help state-of-the-art algorithms
to implicitly enforce lifetime sparsity.

It is important to highlight that OMP-1 can be
seen as a special case of our algorithm, where the
activation function is |DW| and lifetime sparsity is
not taken into account in the optimization process
(potentially leading to dead outputs). Our algorithm
has several advantages over OMP-1: (1) It can use any
activation function; (2) by enforcing lifetime sparsity
it does not suffer of the dead output problem, thus
not requiring ad-hoc tricks to avoid it; (3) it does not
require whitening, which can be a problem if the input
dimensionality is large [14].

With our proposal, we advance in the meta-
parameter free line of ICA [12] and sparse filtering
[11]. It is clear that the advantage of sparse filtering
over ICA comes from removing the orthogonality
constraint, and imposing some sort of “competition”
between outputs, which also permits overcomplete
representations. Following this spirit, our algorithm
imposes an even more strict form of competition to
prevent dead outputs by means of Strong Lifetime
Sparsity and confirms the trend of [11], [12] that data
reconstruction seems not so important if the goal is to
have a discriminative sparse system.

Last and most importantly, it is worth highlighting
five interesting properties of the EPLS algorithm. First,
the method is meta-parameter free, which highly sim-
plifies the training process for practitioners, especially
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when used as a greedy pre-training method in deep
architectures. Second, the method is fast and scales
linearly with the number of training samples and the
input/output dimensionalities. Third, EPLS is easy to
implement. We implemented the EPLS in Algorithm
1 in less than 50 lines of C code. The mini-batch
vSGD is a general purpose optimizer; our Matlab
implementation of vSGD plus the EPLS mex source
are publicly available8. Fourth, the proposed learning
strategy is not limited to perceptrons. Fifth, there is an
interest in the literature in avoiding redundancy in the
image representation by using the algorithms in a con-
volutional fashion [16]. For this purpose, the EPLS can
be slightly modified to apply the procedure to a whole
image at once and consider the mini-batch size to be
the image divided into patches. Furthermore, combin-
ing the EPLS in transformation-invariant frameworks
such as [33] is potentially interesting. These aspects
are not considered in the paper and are left for future
investigation.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a meta-parameter free,
off-the-shelf, simple and computationally efficient
approach for unsupervised sparse feature learning.
The method seeks both lifetime and population spar-
sity in an explicit way in order to learn discrimina-
tive features. Experiments highlight the importance
of explicitly enforcing lifetime sparsity to achieve
good results, while preventing dead outputs. Results
show that the method significantly outperforms meta-
parameter free best performers, as well as many
other state-of-the-art methods, even when dealing
with fewer samples and less heterogeneous datasets.
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